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THE EDGECLIFF
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October 21, 1970

Edgecliff College
Cincinnati, Ohio

OcL 23, 24 Marks EUNA's10th Year
This year's Edgecliff United Nations ABBembly, Oct. 23, 24, has
double significance. ~ot only is
this the 10th anniversary of the UN
program at Edgecliff, but it is also
the 25th anniversary year of the
United Nations.
In honor of the EUNA anriiversary, the program will receive
special mention in the iinnual UN
Day proclamation by Cincinnati's
Mayor Eugene P. Ruehlmann, Oct.
24. Greetings are also expected
from President Richard Nixon.
At its beginning 10 years ago,
EUN A pioneered in having a mock
UN exclusively for high school students. This year, more than 30
high schools are sending delegates
to Edgecliff to participate.
Hon.Shanna
Highlight of this year's program
will be a talk by His Excellency,
the Hon. Kul F. Sharma, ambassador of Nepal to the United States.
Ambassador Sharma will speak Friday at 1 p.m. on "The UN in the
Small Countries."
The AmbaBSador will arrive in
Cincinnati at 10 a.m. Friday and
return to Washington that evening.
His talk is open to all Edgecliff
students.
Amb888ador Sharma is a native
of Kamandu, Nepal , and has held
many high government positions in
his country. In 1963, he was a
member of the Nepal constitutional
drafting commiBBion.
Dr. John Akar, Sierra Leone,
Africa's ambassador who was also
expected to speak at the assembly,
will not attend but will send a representative, Mr. R. A. Halloway,
to take his place. At preBB time, no
information was available concerning the backgroun~ of the representative. He will speak Saturday,
1 p.m .
This year's president of the General Assembly will be Arnold Taylor, Covington attorney.
Dessert Contest
The consumer science department will be represented during
United Nations Day with the
World's Fair D esse rt Contest.
Miss Laita Harper, from the Horne
Service Department of Cincinnati
Gas and Electric, will be one of the
judges Miss Lydia Cooley, past director of home economics for Proctor and Gamble will also judge,
along with Miss Catherine Koch,
chairman of the consumer science
department. Recipes and finished
products will be brought in Friday
morning. Oct. 23, by the delega-

nancial committee, Mary A1lll Cassin; chairman of the · social and
cultural committee, Joanne Summe;
art director, Mary Ann Bennett;
program coordinator, Sister Marita
R .S. M.; and stage manager, Jan
Ellerhorst.
Alice Krummen, secretary general, invites all Edgeeliff students
to any or all of the EUNA sessions.

Hon. Kul F.' Sharma
tions. The desserts will represent
foods from all over the world.
Faculty advisor for EUNA is
Mr. W. Vincent Delaney, of Edgecliff's history department. Secretary-general is senior Alice Ruth
Krummen. Other officers are Mary
Ann Cassin, under-secretary general; Mary Beth Kohus, communications manager; Gail Fisher, registrar; Marilyn Schuetz, director of
the World's Fair;•Diane Hoyt, coordinator of Edgecliff students;
chairman of the political and security committee, Judy Sopko;
chairman of the economic and fi-

UNITED NATIONS SCHEDULE
Friday. Oct. 23
8: 30 a.m. -Registration
9 a.m. - Opening addreBS
9 : 20 a.m. - Caucus with the exiperts
10 a.m. -Committee meetings
12 p.m. - Lunch
1 p.m. - Amb888ador Sharma's
\address
2: 15 p.m. - Committee meetings
3: 45 p.m . - Presentation of
World's Fair awards
Saturday, Oct. 24
8 : 45-12 noon - General ABBembly
12 p.m. - Lunch
1 p.m . - Address by Mr. R. A.
Halloway
2 p.m . - General Assembly
3: 15 p.m. - Presentation of delegation awards
4 p.m . - Adjournment

Yearbook Delivered
Edgecliff's first yearbook,

Students, Profs
Attend Congress
On Bio Science
"Man and Environment" will be
the topic of the first National Biological CongreBB sponsored by the
American Institute of Biological
Sciences and Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology. Kathy Wesseler, Sharon
Kemper, Pam Wertz, Karen Gorsuch, Sue Gagnet and Diane Kelly
will attend the Nov. 7-10 conference in D etroit, Mich. Siste r Elaine
Charters, professor of biology, and
Mrs. Roberte Grube r, biology instructor, will also attend .
Speakers are ex pected from al most eve ry university, from ca st
coast to west. Participants will
include the Society for the Study
of R eproduction, the Ecological
Society of America and the U. S .
Department of t he Interior. E cology, disease and chemicals will be
discussed.

Naitre , will be delivered to the
college Oct. 28. Students are
asked to check bulletin boards
for information as to when and
where they will be distributed.
Receipts must be presented to
to receive the books.

Role of Women, Atller
Are Gist of New Courses
A series of eight lectures concerning women in fields such as
literature, education, psychology
and politics will compose a new
non-credit course to be offered second semester.
"The course is designed to inform women of just what the world
has to offer in addition to marriage," says Mr. Phil Royse, director of continuing education.
NOW Chairman
Maggie Quine, the instructor, is
a national board chairman of NOW
(National Organization of Women)
and is also active in the task force
on children, working particularly to
get a child care center in Walnut
Hills. She has a B.S. in sociologyanthropology from the London
School of Economics and a masters
in Social Welfare from Loyola University, Chicago.
"It's not hard core women's lib
course as such," says Mr. Royse.
He added: "Maggie Quine is a very
interesting, very intelligent person
who makes a lot of sense. While
talking with her, I felt my position as a male was in no way
threatened."
New Trend
He feels that "maybe this trend
is the beginning of something more
academic in the Women's Lib program."
Another new non-credit offering
is an eight-week course concerned
with Adlerian techniques ln regard
to children. It is open only to
parents. Dr. Elizabeth Miller, head
of Edgecliff's psychology depart-

'Politics' Tepic
Of Rap Session
"Is Politics Your Job?" will be
the second topic of discUE•sion in
the Academic Committee's program of "lunch time talks."
A speaker from the League of
Women Voters will open the discussion Oct. 27 at 11: 30 a.m. in the
Student Center. An election booth
will be set up in Sullivan Hall,
Oct. 26-30, with information about
candidates for state and national
offices from both Ohio and Kentucky.
(See page 5 for a follow-up of
the last discussion, "The Right of
Dissent.")

ment, and Mr. Don Welti, clinical
psychologist at Rollman Receiving
Hospital, will t ea m teach this
course."
"The purpose of the course is to
instruct parents as to what the
Adlerian Technique involves," says
Mr. Royse.
More information concerning the
two courses as to exact dates, fees
and further course description will
be available in a flyer at the end of
the month.

S.A.C. Forms
Peace Center,
AwarenessDay
Student Government's social action committee is setting up a "center for the study of non-violence."
The purpose of the center and of
the group which is formulating the
project is to get interested people
together informally to exchange
ideas which will lead to an understanding of violence and non-violence. The group also plans to provide literature dealing with nonviolence, bring speakers to the campus and set up rap sessions.
Colleges Unite
The students will also work with
outside groups from the University
of Cincinnati, Xavier University,
Mt. St Joseph, Thomas More and
the Cincinnati Peace Coalition.
Gina Steible, student co-ordinator for the group, says: "There are
a lot of people who want to learn
more about the situation of war in
the modern world. If we work at it
together, we can profit."
Gina advises that interested students watch the bulletin boards for
further notices.
Social Action
Sue Cassidy, chairman of the
social action committee, announced
that the committee will also set up
an " Awareness Day," Oct. 27 in
Sullivan Hall Lobby. The purpose
of the day will be to acquaint students with the possibilities for
social action. Displays will be set
up in connection with Appalachia,
the center for non-violence, Sociology Club, Vista, P eace Corps, and
tutoring.

Newly Elected Frosh Senators
Take Position As Communicators

1.75 Requisite

Who'• Who Cites 16 Seniors
Sixteen Edgecliff seniors have been included in the 1970-71 publication of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
Nomination to WHO'S WHO requires that each ~enior maintain
a 1.75 cumulative average. Eligibility also demands that students be
active participants in committee, club and class activities throughout
their years at Edgecliff. Eligible seniors were recommended by their
department heads.
Seniors named to WHO'S WHO are:
Jean Bedinghaus. majoring in tex- Karen Gorsuch, biology;
MiMi Heile, English;
tiles;
Maryann Bennett, art;
Connie Fox. psychology;
Carol Brockman. art;
Sue Marino. medical technology ;
Sue Cassidy. sociology;
Pat Pinciotti. education;
Darlene Doellman. sociology;
Cathy Schuessler. education;
Stevie Kissel. sociology;
Kathy Schulte. chemistry;
Bonita Neumeier. sociology ;
Lil Sparke. consumer science.
Peggy Clark, philosophy;

THE NEWLY ELECTED freshmen class senators
see themselves mainly in a position of communicators
this year. The newly elected reps, left to right, are :
Lee Fangman. Ron Baker. Jan Ellerhorst and Cathe
Ray.
"A lot of times information just doesn't get out,"
says Lee, "and it's our job as senators to inform the
students about what's happening."
Ron, first male to be elected to the office, "would
like to see the student body get more involved with

campus activities and discuss solutions to problems we
face this year."
Jan is concerned mainly with curriculum innovations, "It's not necessary to have 24 hours of theology
and philosophy combined. Students should be granted
more choices when selecting courses."
Cathe Ray comments that "in order to achieve communication between the student government and the
freshmen, cooperation from the entire class is n eeded."
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Politics: An Un-Ending Effort
"You

can no more keep out of politics
than you can keep out of the frost."
-

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

When confronted by a canvasser in front of
Riverfront Stadium the second day of the World
Series, a woman -said: "I don't want to think
about politics today." What an ironical statement! Didn't she realize all the politicking that
revolved around the construction of the stadium?
This amusing little anecdote exemplifies that
politics is ~ of everything we do - even
though at times it's underplayed.
When campaigns are in full swing it's easy
to get involved in a candidate or issue. This
involvement can then serve as a springboard for
future involvement.
Like Ohio congressional candidate, Jerry
Springer, we believe: The idea now is to get
involved at whatever it costs. It must be an
un-ending effort - for as long as we are alive.
For, if we don't do something, someone else will
be making the decisions for us.
Taking it a step further, we believe that this
year it is even more important that we get involved. For this is the year that we must prove
to the revolutionaries that the existing form of
government does indeed reflect the wishes of the
peoQ!e.
There are three ways each one of us can

display our opinion. We can demonstrate peacefully. We can vote, if we are of age. Or we can
demonstrate violently.
Last year we demonstrated peacefully. We
showed the country the need for pollution control; we showed the country that we are tired
of war. Now we can work for candidates who
believe in our views. When it comes right down
to something actually being done, a lot of it can
be achieved only through legislation.
The next step is to be aware of what is
going on, all year 'round. We must be aware of
what each politician is doing all the time so
that come election time, we are not mesmerized
by all the campaign propaganda. Then if we
can vote, we must.
THE EDGECLIFF still believes in the power
of the vote. We have already demonstrated
peacefully, now is :the time to vote. If the results
of this election fail to reflect the important
issues of today, then the only recourse is violent
dissent. We don't want this.
It is always our responsibility to be politically
involved; to be aware that politics is part of
everything we do. But this year, more than
ever, we must be politically involved. We have
to make the system work. We can succeed,
because we must.

Motivation: Professor vs. Student
IN

THE September issue of THE EDGECLIFF
we presented the case of the Motivat.ed Student
vs. the Unmotivated Professor ("WantedStimulating Classes"). But there are two sides
to the issue. Now we present case #2-The Unmotivated Student vs. the Motivated Professor.
If we feel we are not getting as much out
of classes as we would like, consider this: Is it
the Professor, is it our fellow students, or is it
ourselves?
The Professor can be the most animat.ed,
dynamic teacher, but we will not benefit unless
we are willing to share in his enthusiasm. When
the Professor opens the class to discussion, do
we participate spontaneously, or do we look at
our feet? When the Professor recommends a
certain book, do we read it, or even just pick
it up?
Like any other relationship, the classroom
is a give-and-t.ake situation. One person is a
monologue. Two people are a dialogue. Three
people are a conversation. Four people are a
discussion.
The Motivated Student is often unable to
comprehend the reason other students don't
share in his enthusiasm. Why aren't students
motivated? Granted, there are many who have

Book of the Month
recommended by
Sisler Elaine M. Charters
biology professor
THE CONTEMPORARY SCENE
- Readings on Human Nature,
Race, Behavior, Society and Environment. Edited by Paul B .
Weisz. 1970. McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Designed primarily for the college student - or for anyone who
intends to make the contemporary
scene more intelligible for himself
- the book was chosen for Edge·
cliffs biology course in order to
help integrate some of the specialized scientific areas of human
knowledge with the corresponding
problems of life, none of which can
be cut artificially into academic
areas.
The many authors are experts
in various areas who realize and
who enjoy discussing the interconnections between our human
nature, our racial diversity, our
behavior, our society and our environment. There are discussions
of the influence of early individual
upbringing, new i de as on the
heredity-environment question ,
thought-provoking ideas of race
prejudice, homosexuality, overpopulation, warfare, pollution and
many other facets of the human
condition.
The readings are all short, and
could provide almost "instant ma·
terial" for informal Garden Room
or patio discussions, or for latenight lounge get-togethers.

an overload with part-time jobs or some important extracurricular activity (theatre, student
government, political and social action). These
are learning experiences in themselves; this motivation should be carried over to the classroom.
What about the students who merely go to
classes, if that much? Why even go to colle~e?
A Motivated Student need not always participate in class, but he is always alive and interested in what is going on.
So what do we do if we, the Motivated Students, are in a class with a Motivated Professor
and Unmotivated Fellow Students? First of all,
we must not let the other studentS bog us down.
We must keep our interest and enthusiasm up
and maybe the combined effort of the M.otivated
Professor and students will stimulate the other
students. Second: We must try to get together
with the other Motivat.ed Students in the course,
formally and informally, with and without the
Professor.
The burden of Academic Excellence does not
rest solely on the faculty. It is the combined
effort of the administration, faculty and students. Our goal for this year is to be able to
say in May 1971, "We have been academically
excellent. We can continue to do so."

letters to the Editor

Quote Corrected; Dor11ies Warned
Dear Editors,
Ordinarily I do not protest to
newspapers concerning misquotation but since THE EDGECLIFF is
very dear to me, and since what
I want for Edgecliff College, I
hope, makes more difference on
the campus than to the community
at large, I would like to correct
the impression made in an article
entitled "Cliffies and Cliffords of
1974 Become Oriented to Edge·
cliff."
In quoting my talk to the fresh·
men you say that I said: "We're
special, we're different, we make a
difference. In the words from The
Fantasticks, 'Please, God, don' t let
us be normal!' " In the context of
my speech what I actually said
was: "There is with all of us a
haunting fear that we will not be
big enough, that we will not achieve
enough, that we will not have
enough influence. I don't know if
you know the play, The Fantasticks, but in it the young girl says
in one of her songs, 'I want more,
much more, I'm special, please,
God, please, don't let me be nor·
mal.' It is only with growth and
wisdom that we see and can appre·
ciate that it is what we are inside
not what we do, necessarily, that
makes the difference."
I, by no means, want to foster
the notion that I am encouraging
studied eccentricity for the students or for the college. Som~<me

said once, "There has been no
normal man since Adam fell." If
that be the case, we might make
our prayer : "Please, God, please,
let us be normal."
I would like to congratulate you
and your staff on an exciting first
edition of the paper. You have
done a fine job and I look forward
to reading future editions of THE
EDGECLIFF.

Sincerely,
Sister Jane, R .S.M.,
President
P .S. I do have wire rims - I inherited them from the late
Sister Mary Evangelista.

l

;,.;...

Elections 1970 . . • A matter of priorities

& FG
I saw the drama department's
production of Wesker's Rootll this
past weekend. It was a very good
performance and I waa happy to
see so many Edgecliff students
playing the parts . . . we've got
plenty of talent.
However there was one major
thing that really bothered me, and
that was the condition of the the·
atre itself. To B8Y the least - I
WAS EMBARRASSED! There
was a fairly small audience the
night I ushered and to be quite
truthful, I was relieved. The theatre
was a mess and I'm glad not many
people saw it in that condition.
It seems like thoee people who
frequently inhabit the theatre could
take a little bit more pride not only
in the show that's presented but in
the theatre in which it is given.
Gum wrappers, paper cups and
filled ash trays scattered all over
the place leave a bad impression.
In some places the dust was an
inch thick and the walls were black
with soot and fingerprints. I under·
stand the walls are in the process
of being repainted - this is a step
in the right direction.
I think everybody would like to
see the student theatre succeed, but
progress has to be made as to the
total appearance we present to the
public. Maybe by the time all the
moms and dads bring their kids to
see "Scrooge" the theatre will be
in better condition .. . the mood is
set as soon as the patron takes that
first step through the theatre door.
etc.

Speaking of giving things a new
look, Liz Arnold, Jane Errgang and
Marianne D 'Ercole decided that
the restrooms in the famed Dana
Gardens needed a little bit of the
feminine touch so . . . armed with
paint, flowers and a mirror, the
girls got busy one night last week
and now the Ladies' Room has a
new decor in yellow and green.
etc.

ETC ... Equal Time Column
etc.

Thank you for the new vending
machines, Mr. Griffith.

To the Editor:
We feel we should warn those
dorm students who raided our Sul·
livan Hall lobby display for Roots
- the carrots, potatoes and radishes were treated with a special
chemical preservative, the effects
of which do not appear for three
to four weeks.

The Theatre Department

Sympathy
THE EDGECLIFF expresses
sympathy to Carole Meehan
on the death of her father,
and to Dorothy and Judy
Krause on the death of their
brother.

THE EDGECLIFF
is published monthly by the
students of Edgecliff College

Editorial opinions do not necessarily
reflect those of the college.

MEMBER

Associated Collegiate
Press
Catholic School Press
Edllor-ln-Chlaf . . . . RoHll•n Cklterlo
Auoclata Eclltor ........... Diana Dul>a
Aullllani Editor . . . . . . . Diana H•DD•
Reporten: Pat XlehfuN, XUlr Vehr,
Alice Krummen, Karen Crowler.
Linda Vorhla, Pal Komara, XathlHn
~=d Anna McDermott, Siner Avn••
Photographr ........ Chari•• Schorman
Advertllllng ........ Mal'1' ADD Weaver,
Linda Weller, Marr Jo Stegeman
Trplat ..................... JCaran Rrlla
Moderator . . .
. ....... Halen Dahal

by

Rosellen Galterio

••

Welcome to Mrs. Paul Chidlaw,
new audio-visual and periodicals
librarian in Brennan Library. Mrs.
Childlaw is the wife of Cincinnati
artist Paul Childlaw.
ate.

Kay Brogle finally paid off the
bet she lost. During Orientation
week, Kay bet Mr. Robert Heistand
some Cold Duck that her team
could beat his team in baseball.
Mr. Heistand now has one ice-filled
rubber duckie . . . In Kay's words,
Mr. Heistand, "you didn't specify
which kind!" etc.

Sister Jane, Dr. Wester and Sis·
ter Margaret recently attended the
American Council on Education in
St. Louis . . . with all the top administrators gone it waa a perfect
opportunity for student radicals to
take over the administration building. But, as usual, everybody had
more important things to do.
etc.

Here's a little Student Government news. (A little is about all
that's available.)
There will be a leadership conference Nov. 7, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
It will be for members of SG, dorm
council, club presidents and committee chairmen. The conference is
a developmental program. The
points to be emphasized are goal
eetting, team building and decision
making.
SG is also trying to get a student representative on the Admin·
istrative Council and the Faculty
Senate. So far we've had no word
as to the progress that's been made.
And to increase communication
between government and the stu·
dents, SG has set up office hours.
Last week I made approximately
50 trips to the SG office and on
each occasion I found no one there
to answer my many questions.
Maybe the office hours will go into
effect next week .. . or bow about
t he next week?
etc.

Do you have some observations,
comments, gripes or suggestions?
How about ventilating your ideas
through the newspaper? A little bit
of reader correspondence always
makes the paper more interesting.
You can drop your letters into the
Edgecliff Mailbox in Sullivan Hall
Lobby or bring them to Ad 12 . . .
we're the ones with the yellow and
orange door.
ate.

Put your creativity into print .. .
The November issue will contain a
Literary and Art supplement.
We're looking for prose, poetry and
ink sketches. Jut drop them in the
mail box too.
ate.

Next deadline is Oct. 30 . . .
Happy Spook nitel

.J
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New Admissions Program
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Future Frosh Experienc:e Edgecliff
Went up to the Art Museum the
P .S. Don't forget our own Emery
other day to see two current exGallery.
hibits. Some of William Blake's
* * *
prints for the Songs of Innocence
Thomas Schippers is the new '
and the Book of Thel are on dismusic director of the Cincy Symplay until Dec. 6. These handphony. Not knowing much about
colored relief-etchings include the . music (and not having had the
text of the poems inside the sketch- chance to hear Schippers yet) , I
es. Blake often intertwines vines asked Pat Berkemeyer, music
or foilage with the text to unify the
major, to give me her first impres·
effect. Blake's print of the title
sion of our young virtuoso: ". . .
page for the Songs Mi of particular
extremely talented and enthusiastic
interest - the two prints of this
conductor. I found this out at the
page have different colors. Blake
opening concert of the 1970-71 seawould wait until his prints had a
son, 88 Mr. Schippers led the
buyer and then individually color
chorus and orchestra in the magnifthe designs.
icent Requiem by Verdi . ·. . quite
English majors: Be sure to see
casual . . conducts with skillful
Blake's engraving of Chaucer's
ease . .. "
"Cantebury Pilgrims." Note his
* • •
rendering of the different person·
Hair
will
be
coming to the Schualities.
bert Theatre some time in late
Down the corridor to the left,
November. The Theatre informs WI
and about 180 years later, is a
that there will be plenty of time to
super contemporary exhibit. "Figget tickets after the ad appears in
ures/Environment" is a major exthe local newspapers. One of my
hibition of three - dimensional
peers saw the show in Chicago and
" groups" by eight leading consaid it's great "if you don't have
temporary exponents of environmany hang-ups."
mental art. Using all kinds of me"Sweet Baby James" Taylor is
dia, including live chickens, these
supposed .to be in town Dec. 5.
"artists" have created a really farEven if you don't listen to WEBN,
out exhibit, and that goes double
you've probably at least beard
for the man with the insane look
selling guns in the department Taylor's "Fire and Rain" somestore. Confusing? You have to see where on the tube.
it to not believe it.
"Chicago" is scheduled to appear
There are several other art gal- at Xavier Nov. 21. Meanwhile, get
leries around town. I had a chance
a hold of their double album simto see Pat Renick's contemporary
ply entitled "Chicago." (Shillito's
exhibit at Closson'&, downtown, feaprobably has the best buy.) The
turing "social and environmental album has "Make Me Smile," "25
commentary in toylike form." The
or 6 to 4," and great orchestration.
show is over now, but you may
• • *
want to drop in on your next jaunt
To Tom Clark: I'm sorry I left
downtown and see what's new.
your name ou,t of my coverage of
I can't claim full credit for this
the summer theatre.
newly-found interest in gallery hopping. It really developed out of my
To my readers: Tom has a
Art in the W estern World course. scholarship to the Art Academy.
You know the kind of course--<>ne
He spent the summer haunting the
of those fascinating courses hidden
theatre, like a good stage crew
somewhere in the curriculum, like
member. Unlike his notorious sister, Peggy, Tom does1 not have
Dr. Mildred Smith's Greek Mythology course.
orange hair and carrot eyes.

This year the Admissions Office
has a new project, Sister Agnes
Cloud, director of admissions, announced.
" Instead of having an Open
House on a Sunday afternoon, we
are encouraging individual high
school group visits," she said. "We
feel that it will be of benefit to
the students to be able to 'experience Edgecliff' - by attending
classes, meeting faculty, administ~ation and students. It is hard
to sense the atmosphere or complexion of a campus through reading catalogues or talking to admissions representatives only," Sister

Edgecliffs Christmas theatre
production will be a mU11ical version of Mr. Scrooge, adapted from
Charles Dickens' A Christmas
Carol. Stage director, Donna Wilkins, and mU11ical director, Mary
Jo Beresford, are working toward
a show "that will fascinate children and adults alike."
The production will hold to the
original "Scrooge" plot and characters, but music and lightness will
be added.
"Horror scenes will be toned
down," said Donna, "so we don't
scare little kids."
Dates for tryouts have not been
definitely set, but will follow the
performance of Roots.
Performance dates are Dec. 4 to
6 and 10 to 14 with extra matinees.
Students in the art department
will design the sets which will then ,
be constructed under the direction
of Joe Tilford. Art students will
also do the costume designs. According to Donna and Mary Jo,
the entire production will be completely student run.
Children of alumnae art majors
and minors will be invited to exhibit their art work in conjunction
with the production.

Is the Church Necessary 1n the '70' s?
that most students had no exposure
to apologetics which is a "bridge
between philosophy and theology."
He said he has been trying to get
the course reinstated into the curriculum for several years now.
Barb brought in her ideas of the
simple religion. "I get more out of
going behind Emery · and gazing
across the river than by going to
Mass. Why can't we just lead a
good life and read the Bible like
the Baptists?"
"Do you think it is possible to
work effectively without standards
and institutions?" asked Father
Stritch. We need institutions in
the religious field too."
"Students want a sense of being
free," Father Aichele pointed 6ut.
"In attaining freedom, we can
come back and see the value in the
Church. We tend to negate or
deny that which hangs on us. The
Church cannot hang on to people;
the people have come to the
Church, to see its treasures."
"What treasures?" asked Barb.
Father continued, "The treasur~s
are in the words of Jesus Christ.
We must go through death to find
life; we do this through the Church.
We die and rise with Christ."
"I believe in a life force but
whether God is a person on the
outside looking down . . ." said
Pat. "Faith hinders understanding,

directly to make their own arrangements to spend some time on campus.
Out-of-town students are invited
to spend the week-end as Edgecliff's guests. The admissions staff
will take care of the housing arrangements. Any Edgecliff student
who would like to have someone
visit, or who would like to volunteer as a hostess, is asked to stop
by the Admissions Office.
Those students who are interested in going back to their high
schools to help with recruiting may
also contact the Admissions Office.
Sister Agnes said she "welcomes
all help and enthusiasm."

Students Bring Op. Poll
'Mr. Scrooge' Participation, and Revision
For Kiddie Set Are Needed for Excellence

Community Conference

"The Problems of the Church in
the '70's" was set as the topic for
the following Community Conference. The Editors asked Fathers
Alfred S t r i t c h and Raymond
Aichele, Pat Joyce, John Matthews,
Sue Cassidy, Barb Hailstones and
Meg Tapke to get together to pursue the topic.
The first question that the students wanted to discuss, though,
was the basis for the existence of
the Church, thus bringing in their
own personal problems dealing
mainly with the authority of the
Church in matters of faith, wor·
ship and behavior.
Pat began with, "I get more out
of philosophy than theology. Theology is not taught as a rational
thing, it is taught as a superstition.
As an academic pursuit it's a waste
of time."
Father Stritch pointed out that
"philosophy is not theology at all.
W e study philosophy or inquire
into problems of philosophy by
using . human reason. But human
reason can't do everything. Here's
where we get into the problems of
the Church in the seventies. We
have the problem of faith and authority vs. an exaggerated personalism."
The discussion began drifting
toward the area of apologetics the rational basis for supernatural
religion. Father Stritch pointed out

Agnes added. "But by the end of
a visit we hope the students will
know whether t hey would like to
be a· part of the Edgecliff community."
Schools in the area are being
contacted by Sister Agnes and
Polly Goodwin, admissions counselor, to see if they would like to
arrange for their interested seniors
to come to campus for a day or
half day while classes are in session. Students from St. Ursula
Academy were on campus Oct. 14.
Students from M c A u 1 e y and
Mercy high schools will be here
Nov. 11. Prospective students may
also contact the Admissions Office

when we should have been reasoning. The Church doesn't give me
the freedom to think and decide."
'. Barb asked, "Why can't the individual have his own revelation?
The Church is authoritarian, it's
a feudal system. The people are
the serfs with nothing to say. If
they perform the work properly
they die, get buried and supposedly
go to heaven."
Here the discussion turned towards the hierarchy and the materialism of the Church.
Sue Cassidy brought up the idea
that the Church is "lacking leadership in issues related to our
times," an idea relating more
closely to the topic originally
chosen. But the students felt that
it must. be decided if the Church
is necessary before acknowledging
that it has a leadership role.
Instead of answering some of the
questions concerning the Church
and how it would handle the problems of the seventies, many questions were raised and unanswered,
which had to do with the very nature of the Church and the reasons
for its existence.
The bell rang for one o'clock
classes and the students who participated seemed to walk away with
the same feeling, "Am I in a minority group, or do most students
at Edgecliff doubt the very need
for the existence of the Church?"

"From your experience so far, where does Edgecliff College need
improvement to achieve academic excellence?"
Sharon Kemper (sophomore) - "Quality of teachers is not as good as
it could be in some classes."
Bonnie Burke (junior) - "I don't mind taking theology requirements
if they are worthwhile but as it stands now they are very boring.
A good theology teacher is a necessity because class discussions are
not enough."
Karen Gorsuch (senior) - "There is something to be said for a well
balanced education but perhaps some of the core curriculum requirements could be revised so that a person who knows what he or she
wants to major in when they come to Edgecliff would not be hindered."
Mi11 .Josefina Miyar (Spanish instructor) - "Academic excellence could
be improved by more participation in the classes by the students.
They mU11t participate to take advantage of what the teacher is
offering."

Kathy Schomaker (junicr) - "Some classes should be more studentcentered. As it is now some are too teacher-centered. Some teachers
come into class with their minds made up about what they are
going to teach rather than considering what that particular class
needs to learn."
Stephanie Kl1Hl (senior) - "Basic courses and curriculum need changes
in order to achieve 'Academic Excellence.' I think these can be
achieved through an effective, imaginative and creative curriculum
committee. The strength of the committee is dependent upon the
full interest and cooperation of all faculty and students who, together, can bring about changes. I think that very dynamic improve·
ments can come about in this way."
Kathy Smith (freshman) - "So far, my classes are fine. I really like
them.''
Brigid Coode (junior) - "Everyone here is learning to work together
better each year, which is the easiest route. As long as students are
interested in their work and as long as the faculty is interested in
the student (as a person) the academic excellence of any school
will rise. Lack of interest only leads to mediocrity.''

Bring Your Spook To Fall Frolic
Tickets for the fall dance to be
held Halloween night at the President Motor Inn, Fort Mitchell, Ky.,
will go on sale Oct. 23 in Sullivan
Hall lobby, according to Sally
Mathes and Mary Hellen Savage,
ticket chairmen for the affair.
Tickets will be $4 per couple.

it is wholeheartedly encouraged.''
The dance will be from 9 p.m . to
1 a.m. Music will be provided by
Big Red and the Comancheros.
Drinks will be sold at the dance.

"Wearing costumes isn't a must,"
commented Peggy McCoy, chairman of the social. committee, "but

\
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l~tegrates

Courses

Almost two years of directive
study, planning and research by
the education department faculty
has resulted in a n ew program for
elemen tary education majors this
semeste r.
The purpose of t he project, one
that is part of education's current
t rend in colleges, is to integrate the
content of m ethods courses to avoid
overlapping, and to effect a type of
individualized education for prospective teachers to carry into their
own classrooms, involving student
participation and ind e p e nden t
study. A wide variety of instructional media, rather than wholly
lecture, is also being used .

Discussing the different approaches to reading, in the Education
Building's newly remodeled basement are, (from left t.o right)
Kathy Moeller, Sue McMurray, Peggy McCoy, Janie McCaffrey
and Pam Nickels.

Course Steers Ed. Students
Toward 'Effective Listening'
"Immediately after the average
person has listened to someone talk,
h e r emembers only about 'half of
what he has heard- no matter how
carefully he thought he was listening," say Ralph G. Nichols and
Leonard A. Stevens, who have
written the booklet "Effective Listening." This booklet is part of the
E ffective Listening Kit which is
being used by Edgecliff's education
department for the first time this
year.
The kit originated five or six
years ago when the "Management
in Action " section of the Xerox
Corporation tested a listening program designed for busine88 and
education personnel. The purpose
of the kit is to h elp individuals to
develop better listening skills.
Ed gecliff h as obtained a license
entitling the college to the use of
t he " Eff e ct ive L i stening Kit"
through the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges.
Sister M. J ean Foppe, elementary education instructor , explains
th at "twenty-seven Edgecliff seniors in elementary education have
incorporated the listening program
into their p rofessional semester.
It is hoped that, through listening
to these tapes (which contain discussions on numerous topics given
by many diverse voices) the students will develop bet ter listening
skills, which is of u tmost importance in teaching." The students
tested their own listening abilities
during the three-day, one-hour
periods by answering questions
asked on the tapes, pertaining to
material discussed.
At the conclusion of the three
days, the twenty-seven students
answered attitude questionaires
concerning the Effective Listening
Kit. In the questionaires it was
almost unanimously agreed that
because of the course, students felt
that they were better able to listen
more effectively "in the every day
world." They also felt that t hey
could listen more e ff e c ti v e l y
(

towards the end of the course than
at the beginning and that they now
better appreciate the importance of
listening skills.
Sister Jean explains that "this
is the first time that the Effective
Listening Kit has been used on this
campus. It is available for anyone
who would like to take it privately."

Lady Godiva put everything she
had on a horse. Think about it.
Peace and happiness.
To Whom it may concern:
Please give back my yellow and
blue tie. John 481-0699
Antiques Anyonell Baker's Antiques, 228 Western Ave., New

A c c o r d i n g to Sister Mary
Berding, department chairman and
the faculty staff, Sister Mary Jean
Foppe, Sister Mary Ann Brady and
Sister Rita Braun the project is
" based on the concept of student
performance. Actual participation
is eBSential."
Bearing out this concept, a senior
seminar of 27 elementary education
majors characterized, said Sister
Mary Jean, by its "freedom and
flexibility," meets each Wednesday
in the Student Center with the
department faculty to discuss such
topics as learning theories, disci-

Margaret Keil, Terri Koenig, and Sister Carol Ann Wennig,
(left to right) , operate the video-tape equipment.

The third floor of the Education building contains education
offices and the mechanical printing room. Here, (left to right)
Sue Freehan, Judy Schilling, Cooki Youn~, Pat Wickt.ora and
Sister Sharon Ann Wiedmar practice the pnnting technique.
pline, sex education, team teaching
and non-graded situations. Also,
two representatives of the 27 meet
on Fridays with the faculty to
contribute suggestions for the coming week's program.
This year, Nov. 2 through Dec.
11, a full-time teaching situation
for the seniors is scheduled. They
will report back to their advisors
once a week for evaluation, besides
having one of their classes videotaped by the department for a
replay learning experience.

"There are many myths not only
concerning the Women's Liberation movement itself, but also about
women's so called 'role' in society,"
says Gloria Steinem, noted sociol-

Richmond, Ohio, 20 minutes from
Cincinnati, on East U.S. 52.
Know your m ortals that the
Dark Lord still wields the ring
of power. Beware 111
Norma says, "Here is a quarter
for a classified ad."
Mr. Cleaver:

Please come to

Romantic Poets class-we're tired
of flunking quizes.

ogical journalist , at a recent lectu re
at the College of Mt. St. J oseph.
Miss Steinem also said th e movement has been distorted, blown out
of proportion and ridiculed largely
by the press. She continued to say
that she does not believe in t he
instinct of motherhood and feels
that too much "all-mother" and
not enough "dad" is unhealthy for
the child.
"The movement is not just for
women, but for men also," she continued. "If the wife is happy, so is
the husband.
Mrs. Dorthy Pitman, founder
and director of a community controlled day care center in New
York City, also spoke at the
Women's Lib program. She feels

The Education Center, a refur.
nished home on Victory P~kway
and CypreBB, contains an extension
of the Brennan Memorial librarythe Curriculum Library with elementary texts and children's literature. Audio-visual rooms and faculty offices are also located there.
Of the new program, Judy Betz,
senior education major, commented : "There are a lot of difficulties to be resolved, sinee this is
the first year, but on the whole it
is really a great idea."

New Directives Let Students
Demonstrate, Not Memorize
Secondary Education, like its primary counterpart, has acquired a
new set of directives within the
m ethod courses in order to allow
students to demonstrate their ability in the field rather than to merely
memorize undeveloped facts.
Department head, Sister Virginia
Ann sets up the following ideas as
h er objectives for the program.
The students will develop and
teach two leBSons, during which
they will show their ability to state
a philosophy for learning the subject, they are teaching. They will
set the objectives for t h e course,
outline the course in harmony with
the objectives, set performance objectives for a particular lesson, des ign a n e ntry level test, develop a
conducive learning situ ation, emp loy instructional mater ials, and
evaluate the behavioral ach ievements of their students.
The students will also become

Steinem Decries Liberltion Myths;
Pitman Urges People's Movement

Classified Ads
Taft for Senator, Taft for Senator, Taft for Senator, Taft for
Senator, Taft for Senator.

The program's modification begins in a freshman's second semester ; the students are assigned to
schools where they observe in all
the grades. In the sophomore year,
the student makes observations at
various types of school&---euburban,
inner city, non-graded, team-taught,
etc. In the junior year, a student
will spend a semester as a part-time
classroom helper in the school of
her choice.

that the liberation movemen t is not
only a woman's movement, but a
people's movement. "We should
stop being racists and capitalists,
blacks and whites and start being
humans-to look into ourselves and
know ourselves."
Mrs. Pitman is trying to bring
about new concepts in education.
She feels that parents should be on
the Boards of Directors of schools
and that day care centers should be
integrated; and most important that
children should learn to know and
respect themselves along with
others.
Mrs. Pitman believes that we
must start making education l"elevent to today, for everyone in the
classroom, including blacks, whites,
middle class, lower class.

familiar with the different types of
teaching-team-teaching, individualized instruction, small group instruction, teacher-oriented and student-oriented classrooms, program
instruction, and the non-graded
school.
Students will also be able to describe Professional Organizations
and periodic literature in their
major fields and be able to answer
basic questions about the educational structures, legal liability and
job application.
Education course 325, Methods
in S econdary Education, is especially characterized this semester
with the introduction of "small
group instr uctional packets," entitled "Audio-Visual Machines and
Materials," " Education Evaluation
and Grading," " Discipline,'' etc.
E ach packet presents an educational objective and a performance
objective, preceding the learning
situation. Also, various optional
class presentations, films and in·
structor lectures embellish the program.
At an evaluation seminar, October 16, advantages and disadvantages thus far of the experimental system in this department
were d iscussed.

Seniors Plan
Graduation
The Administration has given
permission to plan their
graduation. According to senior
senator, Sue Gagnet, "We ca_n do
anything we want within reason."
A suggestion was brought up at
a recent class meeting to incorporate the Baccalaureate Mass
and the handing out of diplomas
into one afternoon ceremony.
Seniors are also asked to give
suggestions as to who they would
like to speak at the commencement. Suggestions may be given to
senior Sue Feehan, room 524.
S~niors
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Tallc Session:

'Is Public Dissent Valid?'
br
Kitty Vebr
"Public diuent is a valid way of
showing opposition."
So began the discuasion on the
" right of diuent" held recently by
the Academic Committee, which is
headed by Kathy Schulte, senior.
There were no formal speeches.
Mr. Donald Hogan and Mn. Carolyn Jenkins led the di1CU1111ion.
After discU111ing the different
types of diuent, from symbolic to
the open burning of buildings, the
participants decided that by staying
within the law, diuent remains an
individual act, but when one stepe
outside the law, one enoountera the
possibility of infringing on someone else's rights.
Remaining inside the law can
seem a long, difficult and sometimes useleu proceu, but if one
doesn't stay within the law, change
is not going to be very stal:!le. Working within the law can provide a
stable and good basis for the future
even if it may take ten or twenty
years. If a person does dissent and
breaks a law, he must be willing to
accept the risk of punishment.
Even if the person considers the
punishment out of line, for example
on the question of the draft and
drugs, he is setting himlelf up for
for the punishment on his own
judgment of what is important.
Concerning the discuuion itself,
Kathy Schulte commented:
"We want to stimulate the free
exchange of ideas on iuues that
affect us. Everyone contributed
and mOBt came out thinking differently."
"I was surprised at the feeling
of openness," added Darlene Doell-

man. "You didn't have the feeling
that anyone would turn on you or
be hurt. If someone felt differently,
they would say so. But the discussion time was too short and we had
to stop in the middle of a lot of
things so we stayed pretty general
in our topics."
Kathy said: "Maybe what we
lack is a concern for what is going
on outside. We should inform people of our ideas. That is why I am
hoping we can have these discussions once a month. We could
chOOBe topics and POBt them, have
short films followed by discussions
and have the addition of speakers."
"When I left the discU111ion,"
commented Darlene, "I had the
feeling that I hoped it would go on
again. We could discuss drugs or
Woman's Lib or maybe points that
came out of different claues that
we thought would be interesting.
It was a valuable experience for
thOBe who attended and if we had
them often enough, everyone would
eventually get in on one of them."
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Two Edgecliff Easy Riders
Join the Motorcycle Circuit
Why? " For fun," he answered.
"It's a thrilling experience to ride
with the wind tearing at your face
as compared to riding in an enclosed automobile."
The motorcycle is actually owned
by Dr. Steible's son, Gregory, who
is currently serving as a Ranger
Sergeant with a reconnai888nce
company in the central highlands
of South Vietnam.
"Greg bought it while he was at
Fort Polk, Louisiana," explained
Dr. Steible. "He left it jn my care
when he went overseas."

Dr. Daniel Steible
by Alice Ruth Krummen
C o n t r a r y to popular myth,
motorcycle riders are not all leather -jacket-encased members of the
Pepsi generatim1. Take Dr. Daniel
Steible, head or the English department, for example.
Dr. Steiblc rides a Y amaha-200.

Prose, Poetry ancl Art
Wanted for Supplement
THE EooZCUFF newspaper, for
the second consecutive year, will
include a "Literary and Art Supplement" in the November issue.
Freshman Connie V anden Eynden
will be editor of the supplement.
Students are asked to contribute
prOBe or poetry - poems, short
stories, essays, haiku, etc.
Art students are also asked to
contribute their art work. The art
work must be limited to black and
white ink sketches.

All work may be dropped in THE
EDGECLIFF mailbox in Sullivan Hall
foyer, taken to the Pre88 Room, Ad
12, or given to Connie, room 519.
Deadline is Oct. 30. Connie is
asking for students to help with the
layout of the supplement.
According to Rosellen Galterio,
editor of THE EDGECLIFF , "if
enough i n t e r e s t is stimulated
through the publication of the supplement, a literary magazine may
be published next year."

Fort Scott Weekend Was Geared
To Promote Human Awareness
Ec:Utor'1 Note: The weekend of
Sept. 11, 75 freshmen, 10 faculty
members and 8 upper clallllmen
helpers jaunted to Fort Scott. Goals
for the weekend at camp were to
improve communications and
awareness. The weekend was
geared to specific needs 1111 expressed in a questionaire which
members of the freshman cl888
filled out during the summer.
An account of that weekend follows.
by Linda Vorhla

"God invites what is human in •
every person to become aware
-SAVARY
of itself."
The community of administration, faculty, student staff and
freshman class members which set
out for Fort Scott Sept. 11 perhaps
sensed quite a wobbly trust in what
was to come, and nurtured alm08t
a naivete in hoping for anything
better than the common retreat.
That same community now knows
the momentum of a proce88 that
was set into motion during the
progre88ion of the weekend - a
process of awakening, discovery,
awareness and trust. These necessarily precede action on the continuity of the above process.
"Deep within man, 11tiU aaleep,
lies an immense power and
truth, which will awake only
when . . . individuals come to
recognize the reality called
'mankind'."
-SAVARY
"How do you feel right now?"
Dr. William Wester asked in the
introductory talk. This was enough
to awaken anyone. Next "How do
you think the others feel? What
do you expect from the weekend?"

Despite the late hour, this first
awakening served its purpose well;
the group was revived from the
usual inertia to a sense of life.
The initial discovery was primed:
"Pick someone in the group whom
you've never met, and meet him."
Implications of that discovery were
felt the remainder of the weekend
in the relationships that ensued. In
the ·small dillCU88ion groups, the
team sports, the meals and snacks,
the chores, the bonfire, the closing
liturgy each new involvement
was a direct consequence of the
first discovery, yet each a· separate
discovery in itself.
"Real Christian involvement
... means being caught-up in
my conciousness, in my awareness, in my affective life .•."
-COOKE

awakened, discovered, b e c am e
aware and trusted, were now called
upon to interject that same spiral
sequence into the world beyond
Fort Scott.
"That we may not forget what
we have found," was petitioned at
Mass. Let it not be that those who
made the Awareness Weekend
should have to, in the end, say:

" I haue to confess ... that only
too rarely had 1 the inner
strength to make companions
... and that I must have missed
many opportunities for doing
so."
-FRANKL

CALL 861-0700

Inter-Ocean Insurance Co.

"Greg passed the test perfectly,"
he said. "So did another young
man. When it was my tum, I did
everything backwards. I eventually
did pass the teat although I rode
the course in reverse order. I suppose the instructor felt that I was
at least not likely to kill myself or
anyone else.
"Riding a motorcycle is not as
dangerous as many think," he continued. "Most accidents are the
result of showing off, bad judgement, or just plain speeding. One
source of danger to the cyclist is
the motorist. Few seem to know
or care that the cyclist has the
same legal privileges and responsibilities as the motorist. They tend
to act as if the cyclist is not worthy
of consideration."
Since taking up motorcycle riding, Dr. Steible has found himself a
member of an unofficial brotherhood.
"One cyclist never passes another
without waving," he said, "and if
you have trouble along the road
and have to stop, the next cyclist to
ride by always stops to help."

Stacey Mlller
by Alice Ruth Xrummen
MOBt Clilfies have at one time
or another sacrificed a part of their
busy schedule to join in on that
great campus sport- griping about
the parking facilities. At long last,
one CJiffie has taken a positive
step towards the elimination of carcramming the overpopulated parking lots. She rides a motorcycle.

Stacey Miller, junior chemistry
major, brought her red Honda 590
last summer as a means of transportation to her job at the zoo.
With the addition of a set of
saddle bags to hold those items
most indispensible to a college student, the Honda was transformed
into a suitable student steed.
"Life with a motorcycle is somewhat different than that with a car.
I get a lot of looks," she said, "and
some people ask questions, like
'wanna drag?' Riding can be a bit
tricky when it's windy or when a
large truck passes, but I do like it
and will probably ride 'til it snows."

Chez Vivi

Brainstorming
Student Government is having a "Brainstorming Session"
Thursday, Oct. 29. All are invited to bring their gripes and
suggestions to GH 410 at 6: 30.

Hand Wood Carving
Imported From Haiti
973 East McMillan
221-2814
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Who's

got the

Awarene88. There was an intangible and non - determinable
moment when the community, one
by one, became aware of their discoveries, aware of the existence and
consequences of other selves. An
"awarene88 walk" on the grounds
was aimed at creating a new appreciation of the beauty and value
of the environment, as well as a
dependence upon, and thus a trust
of, another person.
" Whenever we broke through
the layer of mistrust, we found
there the experience of a trust
that we had previously not
even dreamed of."
-BON HOEFFER
Sister Jane reflected in the closing se88ion, in effect, that "what we
have done here is beautiful, and it
is not our hope to leave behind
this reality." The persons who had

For Your Life Insurance

Since Ohio law requires all
motorcycles to have a license. Dr.
Steible accompanied Greg to White
Oak to take the test.

ball?
,,,,
.....,.

Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things
better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
lottled ..,dot lhe •-ilJ of Tiie Coco°Colo Co"'P••J ~I"
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The Coca-Cola Bottling Work• ComJMny, Cincinnati
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'More Than Political';
Goal of Young Dems
" More than mere political involvement" is the goal of the XavierEdgecliff Young D ems, according to Jim O 'Brien, president. "We want to
serve all areas of the student and civic community in a positive way."
Mary Walsh, as administrative vice president, serves as the president
of the Edgecliff delegation. In addition to Jim and Mary, the club is
run by Tom Lux, executive vice president, Tom Maznic, treasurer and
Fran Amatuli, secretary. The executive board is Nancy Varley, Rosemary Conley, Fred Petz, Paul Barney, Peggy Ahlrichs, Steve Roberts,
Terry Delaney, Andy Kelly and Gary Lauck. Ann Curry is in charge
of publicity.
Working and campaigning for J erry Springer, congressional candidate for the second district, is the main activity of the Y .D .s now. The
club does have contacts with the other candidates and each member can
work for the candidate of his choice.
The Issues Committee offers members a chance to get more deeply
involved in state politics. Last year, the committee under the leadership
of Mike Ford, authored a Drug Rehabilitation Bill which was passed by
the Ohio legislature and is being enacted into law. This year, underchairman Rosemary Conley, will present a bill for stronger laws against
drunken drivers. Here again, members have the freedom to pursue their
own particular interest by presenting any bill for legislation.
In the immediate civic community, the social action committee works
at the Main Street Bible Center teaching swimming and arts and crafts,
and working with the underprivileged children in that area.
Steve Roberts, social chairman, hopes the Y.D.s will have several
spontaneous parties throughout the year in addition to the annual Ski
Weekend near the end of January. A weekend at Cedar Point, Ohio is a
possibility.
"The people determine the success or failure of the club," Tom Lux
said. "We want you to bring your ideas to us."

1111

Editor's Note: November 3,
Election Day, is coming soon. THE
EDGECLIFF presents some views of
the candidates running for Ohio
Governor, U.S. Senator from Ohio
and Congressional representatives
from the first and second districts.
Concentrating on Vietnam, campus
unrest and ecology, THE EDGECi.IFF
gathered i n format i o n from
speeches, brochures, and party
headquarters. Voter registration is
closed for now, but there is still
time to get out and work for the
candidate of your choice.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW-111•--WI

GOP-No Reps

On Ca11pus?
There is no formal Young Republicans group on campus. Attempts were made to find out what
interested Young GOPs were doing
for the elections but no information
or interested students could be
found. If any student is interested
in working for the Republican
party, he can contact the headquarters at 700 Walnut Street.

Five Candidates Run For the U.S. Senate
Bob Taft, Republican candidate
for the U.S. Senate, "supports the
President's responsible and irreversible policy of troop withdrawal
and Vietnamization.'' He says. "I
will work to help the President end
the war and will not hinder the
quest for peace by engaging in
irresponsible criticism."
"To re-assert Congressional responsibility in foreign affairs, I introduced on Thursday, July 9, a
resolution which restricts deployment of U .S . troops beyond the
territorial limits of the United
States without specific Congressional authorization except in four
carefully defined situations, all of
which involved questions of national security.''
Taft believes there is a need for
a partnership between government
and business in the fight to clean
up our water and our air.
"This partnership," he said, "has
already begun to develop." Simply
fining businesses that pollute will
cost us jobs. Stimulating construction of air and water pollution
control devices will in and of itself
create jobs and aid in the difficult
transition to a peace-time economy."
On student unrest, Taft feels that
" people who don't want to dissent
-people who want an educationhave rights, too. The right to dissent does not imply the right to
destroy buildings or to close college
campuses. A stick of dynamite is
not a legitimate form of protest."
There are two other candidates
for the U . S. Senate from Ohio.
John O'Neill, Socialist Labor Party, believes that "war is the fosterchild of a capitalistic system.'' He
puts the blame on the capitalist
system for all of America's problems.
James Harris is from the OhioSocialist Workers' Party. No information is available.
Howard Metzenbaum's (Democratic candidate) campaign for the
U.S. Senate is all about new priorities. He says: ''We are spending
almost $3. 70 on national defense
outlays for every $1 we spend on
health, education and welfare in
this country ...
" Behind the smokescreen of talk

which defends our present priorities, especially the space and military programs, I find little reasoning and a lot of waste.''
Metzenbaum thinks that money
should be used to build better cities
... fight crime . . . provide better
education.
In Cleveland last May, Metzenbaum was reported as saying, "Political leaders must set up a meaningful and continuing dialogue between themselves and the young
people of this country, the great
majority of whom are honest and
since re in their beliefs. By channeling their efforts into the existing
political structure, we could end
further unrest on the nation's
campuses.
"W e must stop the flagrant pollution of streams and lakes in
rural America," he said in Versailles. "Given adequate research funds
and government support, scientists

:·

could develop fertilizers and pesticides far superior than those we
now have.''
" America wake up, Satan is on
the loose, warns Richard Kay, candidate for the U. S. Senate from
the American Independent Party.
"Get America back on the track.
We must return to the principles
our country was founded upon discipline and education. Let's get
our own house in order first."
"Corruption must be cleaned out
of the high levels of government
(before we can concentrate on the
small man who is hurt by the crime
rise.) We must have discipline from
the top down. We must do away
with the promises made by the
D emocrats and Republicians to the
Black people; we need action.''
H e feels we should extend the
draft and call it " universal service.''
It would be for both men and
women.

Gilligan, Cloud, Lawton
Vie For Governorship
"Not only am I opposed to the
violence of racial discrimination
and the violence of economic exploitation, I am also opposed to the
rhetorical violence," said John
Gilligan, Democratic candidate for
Governor of Ohio, at a recent
speech at Xavi e r University.
"Those who seek change believe
there are two ways to bring about
that change. One is slower, it relies
on the rule of the majority. The
other way is through violence.
Those who tell ue violent change
is necessary follow the same tragically dangerous logic of the Marine
Captain who told newsmen, 'We
have to burn that village to save it.'
"We are trying to win this state
back from the fixers, and they have
turned to fear and hatred as their
weapons against us. Fear breeds
hatred and hatred can destroy our
very society.
"I believe in our young people.
I believe they have the courage to
stand up for their convictions, just
as I believe that I must stand up
for mine. For if we allow those
who use fear as a weapon to frighten us away, who will stand up
again for all this great nation
stands for.

"If sovernment is performed in
a manner closely touching those
affected," says Roger Cloud, Republican candidate for Governor of
Ohio, " where the people can see it,
can touch it, and therefore understand and influence it, there is
much more likelihood that government will remain a service to the
American people."
Speaking in Columbus, Cloud
called for students and faculty
members to "have the first chance
to keep the peace when disorder
threatens to erupt on a campus.
"If faculty and student brain
power cannot first prevent violence,
then campus police should stop
actions that lead to personal injury, property damage, or disruption of academic operations."
Cloud said if campus disturbances do necessitate additional
police aid, the "highly professional''
Ohio Highway Patrol should be
used. He stressed that calling the
National Guard "would be my very
last priority.''
Headquarters of Edwin · Lawton,
candidate for Governor of Ohio,
from the American Independent
Party, was contacted. At press
time, no information was sent, as
was promised.

Two Pol. Sci. Students
Dig at Grass-Roots Level
"Getting into the grass-roots of
politics" is, the purpose of the independent study currently being done
by juniors Nancy Varley and Rosemary Conley. Through their work
for democrat Jerry Springer , congressional candidate for the second
district, Rosemary feels that they
will be able to learn more about
politics.
"Last year the practicum course
was tried with the tax levy, but it
fell through ," Rosemary said.
"Working for a person will be more
beneficial."
The first part of the study involves an analysis of the city council elections of last year. Their
hypothesis is that if the precinct
voted for council members M yron

Bush and William Chenault, both
democrats, the precinct will vote
for Springer. If Springer wins the
election, their hypothesis will be
correct.
The second and more important
part involves a telephone canvas.
Armed with a list of the registered
voters in the second district, the
girls contact three or four people
each night. After making their
pitch for Springer they record
whether the person is inclined
towards, against or either way voting for Springer. The people who
could be swayed or gave a positive
reaction will be recontacted before
elections.
A report will be submitted at the
end of the study.
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Charles Keating, Republican
candidate for U. S. Congress, 1st
district, supports President Nixon's
plan to withdraw from Southeast
Asia. "This administration is irrevocably committed to terminating
the war and will proceed to such
termination in the most practical
manner it has available.
" If students, faculty, and administrators work together to settle internal problems and the students
work through legitimate avenues of
change within our. system," Keating
says, "I believe we will find ourselves with a group of educated and
involved citizens that can only improve our society."
Bailey W. Turner, Democratic
candidate for the U. S. Congress,
First District, believes that our
national commitment of resources
should be reordered to improve the
humanistic quality of life for all
Americans.
"Defense spending must be cut
significantly," Turner believes, "if
we are to reorder our priorities to
meet the demands of our domestic
cr1sl8. Recognized experts on national defense argue that the de-

fense budget could be cut substantially without endangering our national security. The Viet Nam Wa r
should be ended post haste and a
congressional review should be
made of our national commitments
to avoid future involvement in
similar conflicts."
In addition, Turner feels "there
is a critical need for governmental
policies which will prevent gaseous,
liquid and solid wastes from continuously polluting our air and
water."

2nd District I'm all for getting out of Vietnam
at ten o'clock," said Jerry Springer.
Democratic candidate for U . S.
Congress, 2nd district, at a recent
Young Dems meeting. "But the
rationale behind that statement is
very sound. In judging the necessity of armed forces I look at five
areas. 1. The people must be
willing to live as a democratic
society. 2. The people must have
shown an ability to live as a democratic society. 3. The government
has to have the full support of the
people. 4. The land must be defensible. 5. The money expenditure
must not be too great. Vietnam

does not fit the five areas.
" Priorities is the real issue. We
have the money but we have to
spend it in the right areas. And
we can't do that unless we get out
of Vietnam. A free Vietnam would
be nice but there are other things
t ha t are more important." Once
the money is available, Springer
would like to concentrate on issues
like education, housing, pollution,
h ealth and employment.
Donald Clancy, GOP candidate
for U. S. Congress, 2nd district, has
seventeen years of legislative experience. His record demonstrates
the philosophies of- Safeguarding our natural and
necessary resources through effective air and water pollution control,
- and calling for the adoption of
new policies in Vietnam which
would pledge our whole-hearted
support to the American servicemen in Vietnam, effectively train
and equip the South Vietnamese
Army, de-Americanize miiitary participation, and provide a fair and
equitable settlement, adhering to
the purpose of long-range world
peace, and enabling our gallant
servicemen to return home.

